
One sling,  
multiple options
Updraft® VarioSling
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More than Ropes.



Flexible like  
a chain
Alternative attachment 
positions enable two, four, or 
more precisely defined lengths. 
Individually tailored for each 
customer in Gleistein’s sling 
factory

Light as an  
Updraft® sling
For outstandingly fast 
handling and optimal use of 
the crane’s load capacity

Maximum safety
Offers minimal risk of injury, is 
extremely abrasion-resistant, 
and corrosion-free. Targeted 
protection in the contact areas

Possible configurations

Updraft® VarioSling

 Lifting solutions by Gleistein

Capable of more: Updraft® VarioSling is feather-light and replaces 
multiple Updraft® CustomSlings at once with alternative attachment 
positions precisely tailored to several specific lengths.
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Rope diameter WLL direct* WLL basket*
[mm] [t] [t]

8 1 2
12 2 4
16 3 6
18 5 10
20 6 12
24 8 16
28 10 20
36 15 30
40 20 40
44 25 50

Technical data

Possible configurations

L2 L4L1 L3
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*The diameter of the attachment point must be at least twice the rope diameter.
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Green 
A carbon footprint that is 
90% lower than that of  
generic HMPE.

As strong as ever 
Boasts the exact same char-
acteristics, specifications, and 
performance as conventional 
Dyneema®.

Certified 
Entire process is certified for 
compliance according to the 
International Sustainability and 
Carbon Certification (ISCC).

Bio-based Dyneema® fibre

*Gleistein is the first rope manufacturer which completely switched its products made with Dyneema® to bio-based Dyneema® fibres.

Bio-based & recycled raw materials
… without compromising performance.*

CO2-balanced production and ropes
… because we avoid, reduce, and compensate.

Active support for the environment
… including permanent commitment to initiatives.

Gleistein’s sustainability commitments


